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ffined or vaselined paper,
or cork stopper, or other pasteboard
cover
permeable to air and moisture imtn
prevent it from hardening, c'law
stoppered bottles, however, should
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With quiet hands and folded eyes; served with extreme daintiness. fact that the average salary paid to thirty parts of boiling water, and ihe
It can not bo it is his will
tray daintily arrayed, ministers is $G00 annually, with the solution well cooled before immerTo let the bright hours slip away, Often, if the pretty,is
the napkin per- added remark that, if laymen had to sing the eggs therein."
the dishes
Forsaking all his merry play
fectly clean, the food will be eaten manage on the same wages, the poor
It is a strange and sad surprise!
with a relish when, if the arrange- houses would become
Directions for Packing Eggs
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Only clean, sound eggs, with
The Little Master sleeps so deep.
ing would be touched. In serving possibility to keep a family together strong shells,
Ho docs not list to any call;
should bo packed in
to an invalid, do not salt and in decency on such a wage, owing to waterglass; they
He does not hear his mother weep, soup
should be as fresh
pepper it, but leave that to the taste tho cost of shelter, food and cloth- as possible,
Or hoar tho happy robins sing,
should not be
and
absoluteof the invalid; every bit of grease ing, to say nothing of other
Ho takes no heed of anything
as
water
will remove the
washed,
the
many
should be carefully skimmed off the ly unavoidable expenses. In
Wo can not wake him up at all!
coating
from
shells;
the
should
surface, and the broth should be such families, the wife, already not be more than one day eggs
old,
to
served hot. A cool, greasy soup is taxed beyond her strength in caring best results, but they may be havo
Tho Little Master sleeps so long;
used
disgusting and unwholesome.
for the family needs, supplements older. Unfertilized eggs are better
The day and night to him are one.
The bread should be thinly and the husband's earnings by doing
No evening prayer, or morning song,
sewing," or in for the purpose than the fertilized,
Or tripping feet adown the stair, smoothly sliced, and if buttered laundry work, plain
lightly, so much the better. The tea various other ways that forces her but' the fertilized eggs will keep well
Or ringing laughter anywhere
is care is taken to have them peor coffee should not be slopped about to neglect her" young family.
His little joyous time is done!
rfectly fresh, as they must be put into
over the dishes, and the spoon should
the solution within a few hours of
h
be bright and shining and laid in the Growing
for Profit their
Oh, Littlo Master, Btill and cold,
having been laid. To have the
saucer. The meat, if meat is served,
have had several letters and unfertilized eggs, the male bird must
Fairer than all the fair, you lie
We
should be nicely and thinly sliced, some clippings on this subject, and
This last hour in the dear home-folbe removed from the flock some time
And then your couch a low, green and all the ragged edges trimmed as we can not give any of them in before the packing is begun. When
off. Gravies would better be served full, we give a summary of all. Every
bed,
the eggs are packed in the liquid,
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sealed,
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Oh, Little Boy, good-bvery
inexpensive, that there will be roots, unless of the very best shape, eboard treated with paraffin or vase
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necessity, as ono never knows when buyers, or through arrangements is not done, the
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unfortunate as to have defective fifteen cents each. Remember that dug; but the roots which are poorly the sealed vessels should be stored
in a cool place.
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suppose it can ho
post,
success? ing something over half a pound of reprint; I do not
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